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ABSTRACT 

For ages, gene editing had a need for engineering DNA-cutting enzymes, named as zinc-finger 

nucleases (ZFNs) and transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs), which were 

required for every specific genetic alteration. The arrival of CRISPR-Cas9, a genome-editing 

tool that can work only with tailored guide RNA molecules that locates its target, transformed 

the field completely. An entire new age of the genome editing techniques, defined by 

regularly clustered interspaced short palindromic repeats/CRISPR-associated endonuclease 9 

(CRISPR/Cas 9), is indeed an absolutely incredible technology developed by "Doudna and 

Charpentier" contributing to modern life sciences in the past decades, thus can not only bring 

predictable but inheritable changes too given at particular locations of the provided plant 

genome. That incorporates deletion then insertion followed by replacement in the base 

sequence in order to achieve accurate, error-free and specific Advancement of desired plant 

characters.  
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INTRODUCTION 

RISPR/Cas system is a very common 

phenomenon present in archaebacteria 

and bacterial genomes which is a 

known part of their specific immunity or 

adaptive immunity that can be noted in many 

microorganisms. It contains two major 

components: first, the clustered regularly 

interspaced short palindromic repeats 

(CRISPR). Secondly, Cas protein. The 

CRISPR is composed of 20–50 bp palindromic 

repeat sequence (Repeat), non-repeating 20–

58 bp spacer sequence (Spacer) with AT-rich 

leading sequences (Leader). Cas protein acts 

as the DNA endonuclease which assists 

bacteria to acquire new space in its existing 

sequences, essential for the bacterial adaptive 

immunity. After, in depth study of the bacterial 

CRISPR/Cas immunity brought about its 

working principle that made the scientist 

initiate modification, application of this 

structure in animal and plant gene editing. 

CRISPR/Cas9 is known to be the one and only 

class II type system described for genome 

editing. With the help of artificial designing, 

tracrRNA/crRNA complex have been made 

simpler into a short guide RNA (sgRNA), that 

constitutes of a ∼20 nt fragment 

complemented to a particular site of the target 

genes, subsequently a PAM complex known as 

"protospacer adjacent motif" aligned with 

targeted genes of desired trait. With 

instructions from sgRNA, the DSBs are 

generated via Cas9 nuclease at ∼3 bp opposite 

to PAM motif which then repaired with an 

error-prone non-homologous end-joining 

(NHEJ) or better known as the error-free 

homology-directed repair (HDR) pathways. 

NHEJ repair method mostly resulted in gene 

knockout which lose proteins function. 

Otherwise, HDR pathway could have been 

activated the moment an exogenous DNA 

repair template is supplied, ensuring 

establishment of the repaired template as the 

targeted genomic region. 

 

ADVANCES 

Biological sciences is witnessing a remarkable 

transformative character as the arrival of 

schematic genome engineering has begun in 

plants and animals using RNA-mediated 

CRISPR-Cas9. This well-known CRISPR-

Cas9 is a technology originating from type II 

CRISPR-Cas systems, that provides bacteria 

with specific immunity to fight back against 

viruses and plasmids. Again, the CRISPR-

associated protein known as Cas9 is an 

endonuclease which takes help of a guide 

sequence from within the RNA duplex called 

tracrRNA:crRNA, in order to start forming 

base pairs within the targeted DNA sequence, 

allowing Cas9 for establishment of a site-

specific double-strand break in that very DNA. 

The double tracrRNA:crRNA then designed as 

a single guide RNA (sgRNA) which keeps a 

hold on two critical characteristics: 

determination of DNA target site is done at 5' 

side of a sequence with Watson-Crick base-

pairing then Cas9 binds to that of duplex RNA 

structure at the 3′ side. This discovery 

generated a very simple two-component 

system that brought changes to guide sequence 

of a sgRNA program Cas9 in order to target at 

any particular DNA sequence that is of interest 

and sort. This clarity and simplicity of the 

CRISPR-Cas9 technology, along with a 

special DNA cleaving mechanism, the 

magnitude for multiplexed target recognition 

with the presence of so many natural type II 

CRISPR-Cas system variants that has made 

sure of the extraordinary developments with 

the use of this cost-effective, user-friendly 

technology to accurately and methodically 

target then edit, modify and regulate, as well 

as mark genomic loci for a wide range of cells, 

microorganisms and organisms. 

In recent times, the use of the CRISPR/Cas9 

system in plant genome editing has majorly 

focused on genetic improvement of crops as 

well as gene function research. It's been proven 

helpful in several genome-editing abilities, 
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known as gene knockout, knock-in or 

replacement, base editing, prime editing, and 

expression regulation. 

CONCLUSION 

Previously, mega nucleases, ZFNs, and 

TALENs have always been SSNs of interest 

but with the establishment of the 

CRISPR/Cas9 system the genome editing 

technologies have truly been revolutionized. 

The very importance of this extraordinary 

system is in its respective effortlessness when 

it comes to use, the high precision, and start-

up cost effectiveness. One of many major 

distinct features of CRISPR technology is 

known to be the ability of DNA cleavage 

recognition via Watson and Crick base pairing 

that dramatically simplifies the specific DNA 

targeting. CRISPR-Cas9 technology promises 

a future with desired mutation in plants as it 

has metamorphosed and challenged our very 

own potential to change and regulate 

prokaryotic as well as eukaryotic genomes. 
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